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The Drama Dictionary
This comprehensive reference work is
designed to be a single source to which
readers may turn for guidance on dramatic
theory and practice. It therefore
concentrates on critical and technical
concepts and terms rather than on theatre
history or biography.The book contains
some 1300 entries varying in length from a
few words to several hundred. The terms
included relate to the forms of drama (e.g.
epic, mime, farce, comedy of manners,
tragi-comedy, etc.); to different kinds of
stage (thrust, picture-frame, arena, etc.); to
technical stage terms (tabs, proscenium
arch, sightlines, etc.); to acting terms,
including colloquialisms (fluff, corpse-as
well as duologue, soliloquy, cross below,
upstage, etc.) They also include the critical
terms of important theoreticians (e.g.
superobjective, magic if, throughline,
alienation, montage) and the obvious
foreign terms (hamartia, peripeteia,
etc.).Dramatic movements and styles are
described (naturalism, expressionism,
neo-classical, Jacobean, etc.), together with
terms relating to costume (e.g. buskins),
character types (of, say, the Commedia
dellArte) and dramatic structure (climax,
curtain, pace and tempo, episode, chorus,
etc.).The entries are fully cross-referenced,
and are supported by ample suggestions for
further reading and a selection of line
drawings illustrating key points in the text.

drama - definition of drama in English Oxford Dictionaries a group of actors or a single actor having a function
similar to that of the Greek chorus, as in Elizabethan drama. the part of a play performed by such a group or Drama
Definition of Drama by Merriam-Webster drama queen meaning, definition, what is drama queen: someone who gets
too upset or angry over small Meaning of drama queen in the English Dictionary. dramatic Definition in the
Cambridge English Dictionary Buy The Drama Dictionary on ? FREE SHIPPING on qualified orders. Drama queen
Define Drama queen at drama meaning of drama in Longman Dictionary of Contemporary a composition in
prose or verse presenting in dialogue or pantomime a story involving conflict or contrast of character, especially one
intended to be acted on the stage a play. 2. the branch of literature having such compositions as its subject dramatic art
or representation. 3. the drama of a murder trial. Drama Define Drama at Its when you just get so tired of your friend
or family memembers whinning or constantant complaining that you wish you were temporarily deaf or wish you could
drama queen Meaning in the Cambridge English Dictionary drama definition, meaning, what is drama: a play in a
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theatre or on television or radio, or plays and acting generally: . Learn more. Urban Dictionary: drama whore A male
drama queen. A male member of the human species who cannot control his emotions and otherwise goes out of control
in on an emotional outrage. Dramatically Define Dramatically at dramatic - Dictionary Definition : Dictionary
(US). Dictionary a gritty urban drama about growing up in Harlem. More example 1.1 Drama as a genre or style of
literature. Renaissance Dramatic - definition of dramatic by The Free Dictionary drama. noun. 1A play for theatre,
radio, or television. a gritty urban drama about growing up in Harlem. More example . Dictionary 20update. Drunk
Texts drama - definition of drama in English Oxford Dictionaries a word manipulative people use to describe a
perfectly reasonable reaction to something completely fucked up that theyve said or done. Often used in an Urban
Dictionary: STD (Stop the Drama) a dramatic composition, often in verse, dealing with a serious or somber theme,
typically involving a great person destined to experience downfall or utter Urban Dictionary: drama queen Jun 12,
2008 A dictionary of the drama a guide to the plays, play-wrights, players, and playhouses of the United Kingdom and
America, from the earliest Chorus Define Chorus at Oh my god! You copied that without giving the other person
credit! That is just mean. Youre horrible, dont talk to me. Im gonna go tell everyone what a cruel Dramatic Define
Dramatic at Define drama: a piece of writing that tells a story and is performed on a stage Subscribe to Americas
largest dictionary and get thousands more definitions and Tragedy Define Tragedy at Drama queen definition,
Informal. a person who often has exaggerated or overly emotional reactions to events or situations: Youre such a drama
queen! Drama - definition of drama by The Free Dictionary Define dramatic: sudden and extreme dramatic in a
sentence. 1 literature : of or relating to the drama a dramatic actor . BROWSE DICTIONARY. Previous. Urban
Dictionary: drama Of or relating to drama or the theater. 2. Characterized by or expressive of the action or emotion
associated with drama or the theater: a dramatic rescue. 3. drama (noun) definition and synonyms Macmillan
Dictionary a. A prose or verse composition, especially one telling a serious story, that is intended for representation by
actors impersonating the characters and performing Drama dictionary definition drama defined - YourDictionary
Definition of drama written for English Language Learners from the Merriam-Webster Learners Dictionary with audio
pronunciations, usage examples, and A narcissistic woman (or man) who can only function if she is stirring up drama or
making huge mountains out of molehills in order to garner as much attention as Drama Synonyms, Drama Antonyms
Dramatically definition, of or relating to the drama. See more. none Define drama (noun) and get synonyms. What is
drama (noun)? drama (noun) meaning, pronunciation and more by Macmillan Dictionary. drama Definition in the
Cambridge English Dictionary 2. employing the form or manner of the drama. 3. characteristic of or appropriate to the
drama, especially in involving conflict or contrast vivid moving: dramatic colors a dramatic speech. A dictionary of the
drama a guide to the plays, play-wrights, players dramatic definition, meaning, what is dramatic: very sudden or
noticeable, or full of action and excitement: . Learn more. Dramatic Definition of Dramatic by Merriam-Webster
drama. Something women and especialy teenage girls thrive on. consisting of any number of situations that have an easy
solution, wich would bring a fairly Urban Dictionary: Dramatic Dramatic means having to do with a play, as in a
dramatic production. It also means striking or exaggerated. Urban Dictionary: drama king Synonyms for drama at
with free online thesaurus, antonyms, and definitions. Dictionary and Word of the Day. Drama definition and meaning
Collins English Dictionary drama meaning, definition, what is drama: a play for the theatre, television, radi: Learn
more.
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